In view of the difficulties in the construction of experimental software and hardware environment in the current network security teaching in most private colleges and universities, this paper puts forward the idea of using virtual machine technology and network simulator software to build the experimental platform of network security experimental teaching soft environment. The experiment content is designed according to the project education mode, taking the network security post ability training as the goal, and the project as the traction.
Introduction
Network security is a comprehensive subject involving computer science, network technology, communication technology, cryptography, information security technology, applied mathematics, information theory and other disciplines. Because the course content is complex, abstract and difficult to understand, teachers generally feel difficult to teach and the students generally reflect difficult to study. Only by strengthening the teaching of practice can students master and apply the theoretical knowledge. On the other hand, according to the questionnaire, the professional quality requirements of modern enterprises for network security talents are listed as follows: first, engineering practice ability (87%); second, work responsibility (9%) and teamwork ability (4%) [1] . With the development of the market economy, employers have higher and higher requirements for network security talents. The employees are required to have a solid theoretical foundation of network security, as well as the ability and experience to defend and solve various network security attacks [2] . Therefore, the network security course must strengthen the practical ability training, while the foundation of training practical ability comes from the experiment course, and the experiment teaching directly affects the student's practical ability and the professional quality.
Due to the high requirements of network security experiments on the practical environment, many colleges and universities in China do not have independent network security laboratories for lack of funds to construction, and network security experiments are mostly carried out in the basic laboratory with computer as the core equipment. However, some experimental contents of network security are destructive to the experimental environment, which may cause the computer system's hardware or software failure, and may bring bad influence on the experimental teaching of other courses. In view of this, most of the colleges and universities often put more emphasis on theory than on practice in their development and planning of network security course teaching, and only offer some simple experiments, which is not conducive to the cultivation of students' practical ability and innovative ability, and is difficult to meet the demand of enterprises and public institutions for the ability of network security talents. Therefore, in the absence of network security experimental hardware equipment, it is worth studying on how to carry out network security experimental teaching.
Organization of the Text
This text consists of four parts: The first part mainly introduces the problems and difficulties of network security courses in domestic colleges and universities, and puts forward the idea of building a network security experimental platform based on the soft environment. The second part and the third part mainly introduce how to construct the soft-environment platform with virtual machine technology and network simulator software, including the selection principle of the technology and software used for the development of platform, and the rules for the design of experiment content. The fourth part gives a summary to the text.
Virtual Machine Technology and Its Application in the Development of Network Security Experimental Platform
A virtual machine is an application running on Windows and Linux computers that "simulates" the environment of a standard PC. In use, the virtual machine is not much different from a real physical host, also requiring partitioning, formatting, installing operating systems, applications and software, just like a real computer [3] . A physical computer can be virtualized into multiple virtual machines with computer functions. These multiple virtual machines allocated have the characteristics of a complete computer. The operating system of each virtual machine remains highly independent without affecting each other. We can use virtual machines just like real physical computers, install various operating systems and software in virtual machines, and do experiments with virtual machines [4] . Therefore, when we use the virtual machine technology building network security experiment platform, the network security experiments can be operated in the operating system of the virtual machine. For the reason that the operating system of the virtual machine is isolated from the user system, computer virus or rogue software caused by network security experiment will not cause damage to the user's computer and network system, which will not affect the experimental teaching of other courses.
Current virtualization software mainly includes VirtualBox developed by Innotek, Germany, VirtualPC launched by Microsoft Corporation, and VMware Workstation launched by VMware Inc., the latter two of which are more popular. Since VirtualPC only supports Microsoft operating systems, VMware Workstation software is used in this paper to develop an experimental platform. The main steps include:
(1) Run VMware Workstation to install the software and install the virtual machine;
(2) Install the required network operating system on the virtual machine (e.g. Windows Server 2003);
(3) Select the virtual machine network connection mode, configure and network the host machine and virtual machine.
When a physical host is virtualized into multiple virtual machines, the overall performance of the physical computer is also divided among the virtual machines, and the more virtual machines are divided, the less resource such as CPU, memory and storage space can be allocated to each virtual machine. Therefore, the network security platform based on virtual machine in this paper mainly completes network attack experiments such as network scanning, network monitoring and virus infection etc.. In terms of experimental design, the experimental contents come from the typical network attacks in recent years, and are compiled by condensing the network security knowledge involved. The experimental steps are designed according to the systematic thinking of the working process to strengthen students' understanding of the network attack process.
Network Simulator Software and Its Application in the Construction of Network Security Virtual Experiment Platform
To complete the network security experiment, the first step is to build a network environment. In the absence of network experimental equipment, it is a feasible plan to build a simulated experimental environment with the help of network simulator software. Network simulator is a network simulation tool developed by professional research institutions and companies. It is a learning platform designed for network beginners to provide computer network design, configuration and network troubleshooting simulation environment.
Network simulator can simulate all kinds of network hardware devices, and users can design topology structure and set up network for simulation experiment in a stand-alone environment. At present, the influential network simulation software mainly include Packet Tracer software developed by Cisco Systems, eNSP software developed by Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd, and H3C Cloud Lab developed by H3C Communication Technology Co. Ltd.
Among the three software models, H3C Cloud Lab offers a small number of device types, and each device has only one model. Although eNSP has a relatively comprehensive device type and a large number of device models, it cannot provide the real appearance of the device. By contrast, Packet Tracer supports many sorts of devices, including firewall, wireless, etc., and each sort of device provides many types of devices, which is helpful for the selection of devices. In addition, Packet Tracer provides network security protocol and encryption technology, with which, we can configure and analyze network security protocol or configure key when setting up local area network or wide area network, furthermore, learners can learn network security knowledge visually, intuitively and quickly. The biggest advantage of Cisco Packet Tracer in teaching is that it provides an automatic scoring system, and students can conduct self-evaluation after class based on the points of equipment configuration set by teachers.
Through the above analysis and comparison, Packet Tracer simulation software is selected as another powerful tool to build a virtual experiment platform for network security course. The experimental platform mainly carries experiments about network security protection, including terminal equipment security access, VLAN partition, data encryption, router identity authentication, access control, network address translation, etc.
The experimental materials are mainly from the network security technology and network security preventive measures adopted by universities, government departments, enterprises and institutions in their construction of the network security system. The experimental steps are designed according to the systematic thinking of the working process. Students must perform a series of steps such as network environment construction, network security policy design, security protocol configuration and experimental results to finish a total experiment. In this way, on one hand, students' design, configure and test ability about network security can be trained, and at the same time, students' mastery and understanding of network security theories and concepts can be deepened.
Summary
Because the network security experiment platform needs more software and hardware resources, and the security experiment itself has certain destructiveness, the construction of network security experiment platform becomes a stumbling block in the network security course construction in many colleges and universities. In terms of virtual machine technology and network simulator software, a soft network security experimental platform can be built, and various network security experimental projects such as network attack and network protection can be completed. This soft-based experimental platform has the advantages of low cost, easy recovery and easy expansion, and is worthy of being popularized and used in network security experimental teaching and experimental organization.
